
From the people who care as much as you do.
We strive for 100% customer satisfaction.

®
MEMBER

Country Estate® is the original polyvinyl fence.
Idea Guide

Check with local building codes 
for pool enclosure regulations



Like many home and ranch owners, you may be gathering information 
about Country Estate Fence because it is, once properly installed, free 
from traditional maintenance. Virtually every fence project is custom-fitted 
to a particular setting so we don't attempt to give pricing in the Fence 
Facts manual. An Authorized Independent Country Estate Dealer in your 
area will, however, come to your home and provide an obligation-free 
quotation to help you complete your project.

Thousands of homeowners have installed Country Estate Fence and 
we’re always impressed with the positive comments they make. The bright 
white polymers and scientifically formulated color pigments compounded 
exclusively by Country Estate provide an agelessness found nowhere else 
in the fence industry.

Your Authorized Independent Country Estate Dealer will be 
contacting you soon, but always feel free to call our toll-free number 
1-800-445-2887 for assistance. Thank you, once again, for asking about 
Country Estate Fence.

Bob McGrath
Bob McGrath, National Sales Manager
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The Test of Time
Eliminate peeling, flaking, rusting, blistering or 
corrosion…and discourages horses cribbing … and 
never paint again.
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PVC You Can Trust
In countries outside of the United States, 

it is not uncommon for lead to be used 

as a stabilizer in PVC compounds because 

it is cheaper and easier to process than 

the high-quality, safe alternatives. There 

is currently no federal law in the United 

States that prohibits producing or selling vinyl products, which con-

tain lead. It is up to the manufacturers of vinyl products to police 

themselves and follow ethical business practices to keep lead out 

of their products.   Nebraska Plastics, the manufacturer of Country 

Estate vinyl fence, deck and railing, feels that consumers should not 

have to worry about harmful lead hidden in PVC products and is 

proud to be able to state that they never have and never will use 

lead as a stabilizer in their vinyl products.

If you find a major manufacturer's published warranty on PVC fencing 

that you and/or your attorney feel will better protect your investment 

than Country Estate's published warranty, submit your request to us 

in writing along with a copy of the competitor's warranty and we will 

warrant our product using the competitor's warranty rather than ours.

IMPORTANT!
Fill out & mail

within thirty days
to validate your
Country Estate® 

warranty.
®

Fill out and mail to validate warranty.  (Please type or print clearly.)

    Date of Purchase

(Full name of Purchaser)                                                 (Street Address)

(City)         (State)          (Zip Code)

(Telephone Number of Purchaser)

(Location of Installation)

(Name and address of the dealer and/or installer who sold you the Country Estate Products)

(Signatures of dealer and/or installer verifying that the product provided and the  installation comply with the requirements of the warranty)

(Description of your Country Estate Products, i.e. style, footage and color)

Nebraska Plastics, Inc. (“Nebraska Plastics”) warrants all Country Estate® and Country Manor® PVC products to be free from defective raw materials and manufacturing defects for a period of p 50 years or p Limited Lifetime (select one).  If no selection is made, the Limited Lifetime Warranty shall apply.  The warranted products will not peel, flake, rust, blister or corrode. Furthermore, Nebraska Plastics warrants that the Country Estate® and Country Manor® PVC products will not require the painting and traditional maintenance normally associated with similar products manufactured from raw materials other than PVC, nor will the Country Estate® and Country Manor® PVC products exhibit abnormal weathering, discoloration and brittleness or be damaged by insects. 

Who does this warranty protect?

• This warranty is valid only for (i) the first consumer purchaser who purchases the warranted products for approved residential uses or applications, but is eligible for a one-time transfer to a subsequent purchaser of the real estate on which the warranted products were originally installed if the transfer requirements set forth below are satisfied; and (ii) the first commercial purchaser who purchases the warranted products for approved commercial uses or applications.  This warranty is not transferable for commercial uses or applications.
What materials are covered by this warranty? 

• Only Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) products manufactured and sold by Nebraska Plastics under the Country Estate®, and Country Manor® trademarks are covered by this 50-year/Limited Lifetime warranty if the original purchaser registers this warranty with Nebraska Plastics within 30 days after the original date of purchase. Products sold by Nebraska Plastics but not manufactured of PVC are not covered by this warranty. 
What does this warranty cover? 

•  Product failure resulting from defective raw materials and/or  manufacturing defects.
•  Compensation for abnormal and unexpected weathering resulting in  product discoloration. (Normal weathering shall be defined as  exposure to ultraviolet light and extremes of weather and atmospheric  conditions that will cause any surfaces to experience changes within the weather and color hold standards established in ASTM Specification D-4726.)

How long will the warranty be effective? 

• For residential uses or applications, the warranty shall be fully effective without proration for the term chosen by the consumer (see above) from the original date of purchase or until the first consumer purchaser who purchases the warranted products for approved residential uses or applications sells his/her property without effecting a properly executed warranty transfer or until the warranted products are moved from their 

original location and/or altered from their approved design or intended use. No combination of events will extend the warranty beyond the warranty period chosen.  In the event the first consumer purchaser who purchases the warranted products for approved residential uses or applications dies prior to the expiration of this warranty as detailed above, this warranty shall cease as of such date.
• For commercial uses or applications, the warranty shall be effective without proration for 20 years from the original date of purchase or until the first commercial purchaser who purchases the warranted products for approved commercial uses or applications sells the property or until the warranted products are moved from their original location and/or altered from their approved design or intended use. 

Is the warranty transferable? 
• Consumer purchasers who purchase warranted products for approved residential uses or applications are eligible for a one-time transfer of the warranty to a subsequent purchaser of the real estate on which the warranted products were originally installed if: 

1. The warranty to be transferred was properly registered by the first consumer purchaser with Nebraska Plastics within 30 days after the original date of purchase.

2. The request for transfer is made within 10 years of the original date of purchase. 

3. The warranted products have not been moved from the original location and/or altered from the approved design or intended use, or modified in any manner that compromises the product's original integrity. 

4. Nebraska Plastics receives a written request for transfer within 30 days of the real estate transfer. 

5. Nebraska Plastics receives proof of the original purchase and receives a copy of the original warranty that was signed by the Nebraska Plastics authorized independent dealer/installer (Authorized Independent Dealer/Installer) establishing that the installation is 100% Country Estate®, or Country Manor® products. 

6. Nebraska Plastics receives a $25 processing fee paid in full prior to the transfer.  

NOTICE: A TRANSFER OF THE WARRANTY WILL NOT EXTEND THE OVERALL WARRANTY PERIOD BEYOND THE ORIGINAL WARRANTY TIME FRAME.

Country Estate® and Country Manor® Non-Prorated Limited Warranty

Select one.

p 50-year Warranty or 
p Limited Lifetime Warranty  
If no selection is made, the Limited 
Lifetime Warranty is in effect.

BAC 1/13/56120/5M

Country Estate® 
Products carry the 
industry’s finest 50-Year 
Warranty or Limited 
Lifetime Warranty. 

Springfield
White with Gothic Post Caps
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Melbourne

Melbourne 
 Adobe

8

Melbourne 
White with New England Caps

Melbourne 
White

STANDARD HEIGHTS
48" – 60" – 72"
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Montauk Point Scallop
Adobe & White
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Montauk

Montauk Point Scallop
Adobe & White Embossed

countryestate.com | 17

Montauk Point Step
White

STANDARD HEIGHTS
48" – 60" – 72" – 84" – 96"
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Lakeview

Lakeview 
Adobe and Almond

countryestate.com | 17

Lakeview
White

Lakeview
White – Check with local building 
codes for pool enclosure regulations

STANDARD HEIGHTS
48" – 60" – 72"
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Lakeland

Lakeland with Maxwell Rail
Adobe Streaked with Federation Post Caps

Lakeland 
White Streaked

Lakeland Convex
Almond

STANDARD HEIGHTS
48" – 60" – 72" – 84" – 96"
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Hollingsworth

Hollingsworth
White with Gothic Post Caps

Hollingsworth
Adobe with Gothic Post Caps

STANDARD HEIGHTS
48" – 60" – 72" – 84" – 96"

Hollingsworth
White
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Kensington
Kensington
Almond with Gothic Post Caps

Kensington
White with Gothic Post Caps 
Check with local building codes 
for pool enclosure regulations

STANDARD HEIGHTS
48" – 60" – 72" – 84" – 96"

Kensington
White
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Hampton

Hampton Straight 
White with Gothic Post Caps 

Check with local building codes  
for pool enclosure regulations

Hampton Scallop
White with New England Caps

Whitland 
White and Gray Streaded with 

Maxwell Rails and Inside Post Caps

Whitland 
White and Gray Streaded with 
Maxwell Rails and Inside Post Caps

STANDARD HEIGHTS
36" – 42" – 48"

Whitland
STANDARD HEIGHTS

48" – 60" – 72"
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Windsor

Avondale

Rochester
Almond with Gothic Post Caps

Windsor
Adobe

Rochester
Rochester
White

Windsor
White

Avondale
White

Avondale
White with Federation Post Caps

STANDARD HEIGHTS
36" – 42" – 48"

STANDARD HEIGHTS
48" – 60" – 72"

STANDARD HEIGHTS
48" – 60" – 72"
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Brewster
White with Gothic Post Caps

Brandywine

Brewster

Caribbean

Caribbean
Almond

Brandywine
White with Post Ender Post Caps

Brandywine
White with Gothic Post Caps

Caribbean
AdobeSTANDARD HEIGHTS

48" – 60" – 72" – 84" – 96"

STANDARD HEIGHTS
36" – 42" – 48"

STANDARD HEIGHTS
36" – 42" – 48"

Brewster
White
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Pacific
White 

Sacramento
White 

Sacramento

Pacific

Missouri
White

Missouri

Missouri 
White with Gothic Post Caps

Pacific
White 

Sacramento
White with Gothic Post Caps

STANDARD HEIGHTS
48" – 60" – 72"

STANDARD HEIGHTS
36" – 42" – 48"

STANDARD HEIGHTS
36" – 42" – 48"

Pacific 
White – Check with local building 
codes for pool enclosure regulations
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Potomac
Adobe with Federation Post Caps

Potomac

Malibu

Malibu
White with Gothic Post Caps

Potomac 
White with Gothic Post Caps

Malibu with Maxwell Rail
Adobe with Federation Post Caps

Malibu
White

STANDARD HEIGHTS
36" – 42" – 48"

STANDARD HEIGHTS
48" – 60" – 72"
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Pacific 
Diamond

Pacific Diamond
White 

Cape Cod
White 

Atlantic

Cape Cod

Springfield

Lincolnshire

Nantucket

Springfield
Almond with Gothic Post Caps

Lincolnshire
White

Nantucket
White

STANDARD HEIGHTS
36" – 42" – 48"

STANDARD HEIGHTS
48" – 60" – 72"

Atlantic
White 

STANDARD HEIGHTS
36" – 42" – 48"

STANDARD HEIGHTS
36" – 42" – 48"

STANDARD HEIGHTS
48" – 60" – 72"

STANDARD HEIGHTS
36" – 42" – 48"
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Alton

Alton
White

Brighton

Brighton
White with Post Ender Caps

Georgetown

Georgetown
White

Hannibal

Hannibal
White

Clayton

Clayton
White

STANDARD HEIGHTS
36" – 42" – 48"

STANDARD HEIGHTS
48" – 60" – 72"

STANDARD HEIGHTS
48" – 60" – 72"

STANDARD HEIGHTS
48" – 60" – 72"

STANDARD HEIGHTS
36" – 42" – 48"
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Clarendon

Arlington

Clarendon
White with Fleur de lis

Dawson
White with Post  

Ender Caps

Arlington
White with Fleur de lis and Quad finials

Dawson

Quad finialsFleur de lis

Quad finialsFleur de lis

Choose from:

Choose from:

Dartmouth

Dartmouth
White with Fleur de lis – 

Check with local building codes 
for pool enclosure regulations

Quad finialsFleur de lis

Choose from:

Exeter
Exeter

White with Fleur de lis

Quad finialsFleur de lis

Choose from:

Dalton

Dalton
White with Gothic CapsSTANDARD HEIGHTS

48" – 60" – 72"

STANDARD HEIGHTS
48" – 60" – 72"

STANDARD HEIGHTS
48" – 60" – 72"

STANDARD HEIGHTS
48" – 60" – 72"

STANDARD HEIGHTS
48" – 60" – 72"

STANDARD HEIGHTS
48" – 60" – 72"
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HVHZ
High Velocity Hurricane Zone

As a home or ranch owner in a HVHZ (High Velocity Hurricane Zone), you 

may be gathering information about Country Estate HVHZ Fencing Products. 

We’re proud to offer a full line of privacy fencing solutions that have been 

independently tested and, when constructed as recommended, passed all 

required laboratory testing.

Lakeland II
White streaked  

with Maxwell Rail

The map indicates the wind speeds in the ASCE 7 standard that tend to 

govern the ASTM and HVHZ testing standards.

C E 
OUNTR Y 

S T A TE 
HVHZ FENCING

(High Velocity Hurricane Zone)

® 

34 | countryestate.com countryestate.com | 35Note all Country Estate HVHZ fencing meets and or exceeds all specifications and/or requirements as specified in the FBC 2014, 
including compliance with section 1616.2.1. All testing done by Intertek (ATI) as recorded in document 67645.04-119-18 (10-20-2006). 



Lakeland IIa
HVHZ

Lakeview IIa
HVHZ

Lakeland IIa
Adobe Streaked with Federation Post Caps

Lakeview IIa 
White – Check with local building 

codes for pool enclosure regulations

Windsor

Hollingsworth II
HVHZ

Hollingsworth IIa
HVHZ

Melbourne IIa
HVHZ

Melbourne IIa
White with Gothic Post Caps

Hollingsworth IIa
White with Gothic Post Caps

Hollingsworth II
White 

STANDARD HEIGHTS
72"

STANDARD HEIGHTS
72"

STANDARD HEIGHTS
71 1/2"

STANDARD HEIGHTS
71"

STANDARD HEIGHTS
72"
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Note all Country Estate HVHZ fencing meets and or exceeds all specifications and/or requirements as specified in the FBC 2014, 
including compliance with section 1616.2.1. All testing done by Intertek (ATI) as recorded in document 67645.04-119-18 (10-20-2006). 



Country Estate® Gates
Country Estate Gates may be custom-built. Consult your 
Authorized Independent Country Estate Dealer.

We offer high quality Country Estate Gates for all of our fence styles. Country Estate gates include diagonal bracing and 

patented gate sockets for a long service life. Your gates will function best when placed on level ground . . . consult your dealer 

for the best solution. Heavy-duty commercial hardware also available.

Montauk Point Scallop
White with Post Ender Cap

Patented Gate Socket
The Country Estate patented gate socket is an extruded product that is more durable than a molded 

piece, featuring an impressive wall thickness. Once this patented gate socket is properly cemented 

inside the end upright of the gate and the rail is cemented inside of the socket, the rail cannot move 

in or out and it cannot move up, down or sideways. It is an especially good device because it is 

contained completely inside the upright and therefore, does not detract from the gate’s appearance 

since it cannot be seen from the exterior.  There are no external brackets or visible screws.

Montauk Point Scallop
White & Gray with Gothic Caps

Melbourne
White
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All Country Estate PVC Products may be Recycled.

Standard Specifications

Radius corner sections also available.

For Rail Fence (Conforms to ASTM F964)

These standard measurements apply to both 1-1/2" x 

5-1/2" rails and 2" x 6" rails.

  • On all Country Estate rail fencing, the top rail is mounted 

     2" from the top of the post.

  • On two-rail and three-rail fencing, there is 11 inches       

     between rails.

  • On four-rail fencing, there is 9 inches between the rails.

Item TxW Length

Fence Rails
1 1/2" x 5 1/2"
2" x 6"
2 7/8" round

16'

Fence Posts
5" x 5"
5" O.D. round 6', 7', or 8'

Fence Post Cap
(Deep flange cap or 
internal flange cap.)

5" x 5"
5" O.D. round

Fence Post Bracket 1 1/2" x 5 1/2"
2" x 6"

Rail Fence
Since the introduction of Country Estate Fence, equine 

professionals have applauded the greater protection polyvinyl 

fence provides their animals. The day Country Estate Fence is 

installed properly, all traditional fence maintenance halts.

Country Estate
Four Rail

Country Estate
Three-Rail

Country Estate
Three-Rail
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Four-Rail

Two-Rail

Three-Rail

Round Rail

Country Estate
Two-Rail with Gothic Caps
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Country Estate Railing
Add lasting beauty with Country Estate porch, deck and balcony railing.

Country Estate Railings provide a beautiful finishing touch to any property and are free from traditional maintenance. The wide 

selection of styles provides a beautiful complement for virtually any type of architecture.

All Country Estate Railings (except teardrop baluster) meet or exceed ICC specifications listed in AC-174 and have been  

independently verified by Architectural Testing Incorporated. You can view the Nebraska Plastics, Inc., Code Compliance 

Research Report at www.archtest.com.

Country Estate Railings are designed with aesthetics and safety in mind. When properly installed, Country Estate Railings are a 

beautiful and secure addition to your construction project.

Country Estate Railings are made with scientifically formulated polyvinyl compounds and reinforced with a system of aluminum 

and wood for lasting superior structural integrity.

1.5" x 1.5" 
Railing

1.5" x 1.5" 
Spindle Railing

1" x 2" 
Railing

1.5" x 1.5" 
Railing

Tear Drop
Baluster Railing

T-Rail

1.5" x 1.5" 
Railing

Country Estate Decking
Country Estate Decking adds beauty and comfort to every setting.

• Always cool to the touch and kind to bare feet. Surface is 

embossed for a non-slick surface.

• Much easier to wash than wooden or concrete surfaces.

• Country Estate Decking is made from 100% virgin PVC.

• Never discolors from pressure washing or constant exposure 

to water.

•  Forget slivers, rotting deck or squeaks.

• No nail heads to snag — snow scoops off easily.

• No more waterproofing with sealants or chemicals again — a 

safer play surface for children.
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Add the variegated look of natural wood to our most popular  

privacy fencing with Country Estate’s new streaked profile. Our new 

streaking process allows a darker-colored pigment to be “streaked” 

through our almond, adobe or gray material to provide a  

wood-grained appearance, while still maintaining a smooth,  

easy-to-maintain surface. However, for an even more realistic look, 

our streaked profile can be combined with our new embossing 

process for a wood-textured surface. 

Streaked

Country Estate Product Options
Combine the beauty and texture of natural wood with the durability of your favorite 
Country Estate vinyl products.

Enhance the look of our most  

popular Country Estate privacy 

fence styles with the new Maxwell 

rail. Available in white, almond, 

adobe and gray in standard lengths 

of 95 inches and 10 feet, it adds 

a touch of elegance when used 

in conjunction with your favorite 

fence style and/or handrail. 

Maxwell Rail

46

Your choice of traditional white (or three 
colors) and five unique post cap styles.
Once the product is extruded, whether packaged or not 

or stored inside or outside, it begins its normal weathering 

process. Changes may vary depending on the atmospheric 

conditions in your region. Acceptability with color is that  

the shades are within the specified range of set industry  

guidelines at the time of extrusion.

(Colors shown may vary)

Gothic Post 
Ender

Traditional
(External  
Flange)

New 
England

Traditional
White

Almond Gray Adobe

Federation Traditional
(External  
Flange)

Combine the beauty and texture of natural wood with the 

durability of your favorite Country Estate vinyl products by 

adding our new embossed profile. Available on white, almond, 

adobe and gray vinyl products, our embossed profile not only 

adds a wood-like appearance, but provides a less glossy finish 

than our standard vinyl profiles. For an even more natural look, 

the embossed profile can be combined with our streaked  

profile for a variegated wood grained appearance.

Embossed

Change the look of any Lakeland, Hollingsworth 

or Montauk fencing choice with our new Spider 

Board option. Designed to replace the standard  

7/8" x 7" verticals, Country Estate’s Spider Board 

features identical dimensions, but provides the 

appearance of two 3½" verticals. Consequently, 

all post spacings, rail lengths and slot cuts remain 

the same. Spider Board must be specified when 

ordering. 

Spider Board
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Country Estate® is the original polyvinyl fence.

Printed in the U.S.A. BAC 73187/4/18

Innovative Country Estate® Products
Combine the beauty and texture of natural wood with the durability of your favorite 
Country Estate vinyl products.

To contact your nearest Authorized 
Independent Country Estate Dealer,
Call 800-445-2887 • 308-784-2500

View us on the web at www.countryestate.com

Spider Board
Lakeland White

Streaked
Lakeland White & Adobe

Embossed 
Lakeland Adobe

Maxwell Rail
Lakeland Grey Streaked

®
MEMBER

Country Estate Vinyl Products are manufactured exclusively by

Nebraska Plastics, Inc.
PO Box 45 • Cozad, NE 69130-0045 • FAX 308-784-3216
Country Estate is a registered trademark owned exclusively by Nebraska Plastics, Inc.


